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Chapters: Interactive Stories will bring a unique and fun twist to choose your own story 
adventures. Whether you're an avid reader of drama, comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, young adult, 

romance, or even a gamer, you'll love making choices in this interactive story game! chapters 
interactive stories tickets and chapters interactive stories unlimited diamonds are used to get 
access to more stories. Below link can be accessed to get chapters interactive stories hack 
and chapters interactive stories free diamonds 
 

https://gamezvault.org/?ChaptersInteractiveStoriesHack


Parts is the biggest intelligent game including the accounts you know and love. Experience your 

story, your way, where you control what occurs straightaway!  

 

Pick your story with Chapters, the intuitive story game that allows you to pick your way in each 

story. Peruse sections and parts of fun intelligent stories that fit your disposition, from sentiment to 

anticipation!  

 

Pick your story from our top assortment of sentiment, dream, science fiction, youthful grown-up, 

parody, and dramatization arrangement! Sections joins a one of a kind style of pick your own story 

ongoing interaction with fiction stories from our top creators that you basically can't put down!  

 

YOU will settle on the decisions in every story. Settle on hard life decisions like falling head over 

heels, finding privileged insights, or disentangling profound secrets! Settle on your decisions 

carefully; every consummation is unique!  

 

Sections Features:  

 

- Choose your story! Make a plunge and begin settling on decisions that influence the general result!  

 

- Adventures start with you picking your name and style to mirror your character.  

 

- Create your own story and be exhibited in our new TapTales highlight!  

 

Our selective assortment of pick YOUR story games include:  

 

New York Time Bestseller List-Bossman  

 

- Chase Parker is an independent tycoon with a naughty side. He's likewise your new chief! The flash 

between you is solid. Yet, when you make a bet with the bossman, who will be quick to surrender?  

 

Hit Series by #1 New York Times and Wall Street Journal Bestselling creator Billionaire Next Door  

 

- Your new neighbor, Tag Crane, is consistently the energy everyone needs. Going starting with one 

fascinating region then onto the next is simply important for running a sumptuous lodging domain, 



all things considered. So what happens when he needs to take you with him? This Billionaire Next 

Door is prepared to deeply inspire you! Is it accurate to say that you are prepared for the ride?  

 

USA Today Bestseller PARANORMAL ROMANCE - HIT SERIES "VAMPIRE GIRL"  

 

- An arrangement with Satan fixed your destiny some time in the past. Presently, the seven Princes 

of Hell have come to gather!  

 

- Some of these maliciously attractive evil presences will attempt to beguile you, and the others have 

hazier deeds available.  

 

- The destiny of your mom's spirit remains in a precarious situation – would you say you are 

prepared to govern the hidden world?  

 

- CHOOSE your lucky man and let your rule start!  

 

Show SUSPENSE LGBT - KIDNAPPING THE PRINCESS  

 

- Choose your life as a supermodel by day and a ruffian professional around evening time.  

 

- Make the decision to play as the saint or scoundrel who hijacks the lone beneficiary to an entire 

country.  

 

Extraordinary ROMANCE - THE BOY I HATE  

 

- To get to your BFF's wedding, you'll need to drive from bright California right to New York City... 

with her thoroughly untouchable and drop-dead stunning more seasoned sibling!  

 

- Tristan is the person each young lady needs and each man needs to be... Would you be able to 

oppose his charms sufficiently long to arrive at your objective?  

 

Sections: Interactive Stories will carry an interesting and fun wind to pick your own story 

undertakings. Regardless of whether you're a devoted peruser of dramatization, satire, dream, 



science fiction, youthful grown-up, sentiment, or even a gamer, you'll love settling on decisions in 

this intelligent story game!  

 

Download Chapters today to find the extraordinary stories where YOU will settle on the pivotal 

decisions.  

 

Kindly note that Chapters: Interactive Stories is a web based game that requires a web association 

with play.  

 

Presently offering Chapters Pass Subscription!  

 

Start your first-month preliminary for $4.99. Then, at that point after it is $9.99/each month and 

drop whenever!  

 

- 3x more rewards  

 

- 2x awards on promotions  

 

- 4 free ticket covers  

 

- Earn 600+ jewels month to month and that's just the beginning 


